
SAM ROWLEY 
 

After establishing himself with Frank Smith during the late 1880s/early 1890s Sydney comedian 

Sam Rowley ("the Little Man with the Big Voice") went on to carve out a three decades-long career 

in America. During that time he intermittently returned home - appearing for example with the Court 

Variety and Ballad Company (alongside W. Horace Bent) in 1895. His later Australian tours 

included engagements with Harry Rickards, Percy St John, Jones and Lawrence and the Fullers.  
 

Billed throughout his career as "The Little Man with the Big Voice" and "the 

Little Man with the 1000hp Voice" (he stood just 5' 3"), Sam Rowley was born 

and raised in Sydney. Although no record of his name has yet been located prior 

to 1891, when he appeared at the Bondi Aquarium on several occasions, 

Rowley's high positioning on the programmes indicates that he had by then 

established a considerable reputation within the local industry.
1
 Indeed, one 

unconfirmed report published around 1918 claims that that he had once been a 

big hit during the heyday of the old Alhambra Music Hall (a period most likely 

to have been during Frank Smith's occupation of the theatre between ca.1885 

and 1893). Rowley also records that his first start on the stage was as call-boy 

for Maggie Moore ("Little Man" 31).  Rowley's exact whereabouts between late 

1891 and April 1895 are yet to be established. In a 1913 interview with the 

Theatre magazine he claims to have spent some twenty-five years in America, 

with almost nine of those years engaged by Sullivan and Considine. Regarding 

this association he further indicates that when he first worked for them the 

company had only seven theatres on their circuit but that by 1913 this number 

had expanded to forty-seven. 
 

In describing his own performance style Rowley claims that although having 

done remarkably well overseas his act his was "merely a good act" and that he 

was  "no world beater"  ("Little Man" 31).  While his specialty is believed  to 
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have been mostly singing, storytelling and political satire, as with most Australian-trained variety performers he could 

turn his hand to whatever task was required. He is known, for example, to have appeared in farces and burlesques, and 

worked on occasion as a stage manager. 
 

Upon returning to Australia sometime around early 1895 (having been out of the country by then for possibly two to 

three years), Rowley took up an engagement touring with the Court Variety and Ballad Company, appearing alongside 

such performers as Fred Dark (ex-Rickards company), Billy Akarman, the Perman Trio, Florrie Forde and Amy 

Sherwood (BC: 30 Mar. 1895, 2). Later that year he secured a season at John Lawler's Sydney Music Hall alongside 

W. Horace Bent, W. A. Ball and the Leopold Brothers. Among the productions he is known to have appeared in was 

Bent's burlesque Robbery under Arms (9 Nov.). Two years later he was on a Bovis Brothers bill at the Gaiety Theatre 

(Bris). That company also starred several other artists who are profiled in this appendix, namely Horace Bent, Carlton 

and Sutton, Harry Clay and Charles and Will Bovis (6 Nov. 1897). 
 

Rowley's name is next identified in Australia at Sydney's Gaiety Theatre (Castlereagh St) where on October 1899 he 

appeared with Bella Sutherland's Musical and Specialty Company. One of the other performers in the troupe was 

Priscilla Verne (SMH: 7 Oct. 1899, 2). Early the following year he made his Western Australian debut Jones and 

Lawrence at the Cremorne Theatre (Perth), appearing alongside Charles Fanning, Carlton and Sutton, Joe Cowan and 

Harry Fitzmaurice (10 Mar.). By June that same year he was once again back in Brisbane, this time engaged by Percy 

St John at the Theatre Royal as the headline act (30 June). The Brisbane Courier notes that his 28 July performance, 

during which he sang the song "In the State of Alabama," was "as usual, well received" (30 July 1900, 7). This was 

followed by a tour of North Queensland as a specialty entertainer with the Valdares Circus, and with which he was 

billed as "a singer and comedian somewhat different to others (NM: 17 Sept. 1900, 1). 
 

Rowley was back in Australia in 1903, appearing with Harry Rickards variety and Vaudeville Company, with the tour 

including a season at Brisbane's Theatre Royal (beginning 6 Mar.). By January 1905 Rowley was once again in Perth, 

engaged by Leonard Davis to play the role of Rudolph Krausmeir (a German sport out for a good time) in the 

American musical extravaganza, A Seaside Dilemma (Palace Gardens; 21 Jan.). Also in the production were Sam 

Gale, Dave Warne, George Jones and the Coleman Sisters. A few months later he was touring with Edward Lang's 

                                                           
1  Rowley's appearance at the Bondi Aquarium on 3 January was in a troupe that included high-profile artists George Turner and Harry 

Creamer. On 3 October he took part in a monster entertainment bill at the same venue as part of the 8 Hours Demonstration Day. Among the 

other performers were the Faust Family, Wal Rockley and celebrated musician, Herr Von der Mehden (a long-time music director for the 

Fitzgerald Brothers Circus). 



Travesty Stars through the Commonwealth. The Theatre reports that the company's productions included Hoity Toity, 

Whirl-i-Gig, Pousse Café and Hurly Burly (1 Apr. 1905, 7).  
 

Early January 1911 saw Rowley engaged by Harry Rickards at his Tivoli Theatre (Syd) on the same bill as Julian 

Rose, the celebrated Hebrew comedian, Pope and Sayles, Les Warton and Ida Berridge. His name does not seem to 

appear in Australia again until 1913. In his June interview with the Theatre, Rowley says that this current return trip 

was his sixth since first leaving Australia. In comparing his experiences at home and overseas he notes: 
 

The work is harder [in America] - or rather people imagine it is. But in Australia in my time I really had to do 

four turns in the one programme. I appeared in the first part, doing three or four songs and playing the finale. 

Then in the second part I had to do a specialty, and take a part in the farce - the customary wind-up to a 

vaudeville show in those days. So for the six nights in the week I had to give twenty-four turns. In America I 

appear once in the afternoon and twice at night. There I give only one turn, and for four years I have not changed 

my act… It is remarkable how you can stick to the one thing in America. You become identified with a certain 

make-up, or a particular act; and that is how, if you hit them, they want to go on seeing you, year after year. 

Once I went to the trouble of working up a new act. I opened with it on Monday. The manager spoke to me. "It 

is a good turn," he said; "but on Wednesday give us the old act again ("Little Man" 31). 
 

By October 1913 Rowley was back in North America, appearing at the Empress Theatre, Vancouver (Canada), where 

he himself says that he was quite popular (TT: Oct. 1913, 31). He is believed to have remained in the US until 1918, at 

which time he again toured Australia. A 1916 report on Rowley's act published in the US magazine, Vaudeville, notes:  
 

Sam Rowley, monologist and story teller, offered - at the Empress (Chicago) - his new act, which is a vehicle 

well suited to his style of delivery. He comes on in a sort of English dress, and delivers his lines as an 

Englishman [might] with just a smattering of American life… He has some good jokes, and his political stuff is 

bright and new. He was second best in the bill and scored heavily as he deserved (qtd in TT: Oct. 1916, 48). 
 

During his 1918 visit to Australia Rowley signed with the Fullers and was sent on tour with Bert Le Blanc's Travesty 

Stars company as a first part vaudeville turn (BC: 16 Nov. 1918, 2). Early the following year he was in Adelaide at the 

company's Majestic Theatre and played a season in Brisbane at the Empire Theatre around March/April 1920. His 

fellow artists at that time included Eurasian, Leonard Nelson, Abdy's Cats and Dogs and acrobatic/stilt performers 

Kitch and Kliftie. No further details concerning Sam Rowley's whereabouts following this Brisbane season have yet 

been located. 
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